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I don't know how long after that, he said: "in the samsara cemetery, the most terrifying stone tablet is 

this stone pillar." 

 

"There is a very terrible existence living in it!" 

 

"When I entered the samsara cemetery, I felt the breath of this man." 

 

"I can't reveal too much about his information. I can only tell you that his surname is Ren." 

 

"You'll meet. I'm afraid you'll grow up to the point where I can look up to you." 

 

Ren? 

 

Ye Chen just want to continue to ask what, outside is a startling sound. 

 

Boom!! 

 

Heaven and earth seemed to be completely silent, and all the sounds disappeared. 

 

Return to reality. 

 

See Wang Qiantian slowly fly back, pale, obviously consumption is not small. 

 



Nie Baijian, the king of the hundred swords on the edge, was also like this. All the 18 halos behind were 

smashed. "Finally, I broke the spirit body of the old witch. Damn it, there should be the fighting power of 

the six layers of the divine kingdom. It consumes a lot of my mind!" 

 

He looked at Ye Chen and said: 

 

"boy!" 

 

"In this war, Nie and I have consumed too much, and there are not many gods. It is estimated that we 

will never come out to help you again." 

 

"Try your best to save us as soon as possible." 

 

Wang Qiantian whispered a few words, and then, like Nie Baijian, returned to the samsara cemetery. 

 

They are too tired. 

 

We must rest quickly, or it will dissipate. 

 

Ye Chen nods, neglecting his sadness, looks at the elder two girls in front of him. It seems that he should 

be able to speak from them. 

 

"Where are Ji Siqing and Xia Ruoxue?" 

 

"I'll only give you one chance!" 

 

…… 

 

Huaxia, Jiangnan province. 

 



In an upscale coffee shop, a middle-aged woman and two young women are sitting in an elegant room. 

 

The middle-aged woman, dressed in a cheongsam, had a noble feeling. She looked at the two young 

women in front of her and sighed: "I have traveled for many years, and countless people who want to 

worship me as a teacher have kowtowed and broken the hall door." 

 

"I have never looked at them!" 

 

"Why are you two so stubborn that you don't want to be your own disciples?" 

 

The two young women in front of her are Xia Ruoxue and Ji Siqing. 

 

When Lingyun xianzun traveled to the earth, he saved them. Seeing that they were gifted, they could 

step into the Hunyuan realm and become a giant by the time they were 100 years old. It is not a big 

problem for them to achieve the goal of harmony. 

 

Kunlun Xu's aura is relatively weak. It will take thousands of years for people like blood seven nights and 

Nie Baijian to achieve Hunyuan state. 

 

However, Ji Siqing and Xia Ruoxue were promoted to Hunyuan realm in about a hundred years, and 

their talents were much higher than those of many Lingwu people. 

 

Such determined talented disciples, Lingyun xianzun was so happy that he took them to travel with 

them. 

 

He took them to their own fairyland. 

 

I thought that the second daughter would be moved, but I didn't expect her to return to China! 

 

She knew that some things could not be forced, so she agreed. 

 



What she didn't expect was that these two people were still unwilling to be their own disciples in China 

these days. 

 

"Master!" 

 

"We do not want you to leave us 

 

"If you don't become a star, you can't see ye Chen. How many years will it take? We can't do this." Ji 

Siqing is outspoken, just like a girl who disobeys her parents. She lowers her head and says why she is 

unwilling. 

 

"Ah 

 

"You guys..." When Lingyun xianzun was about to speak, his dark color suddenly changed and his eyes 

became deep. 

 

Then, she outlined a smile on the corner of her lips and said, "there are still people who dare to move 

my palace in the Moyu desert, and they dare to erase my remaining divinity. I want to see who it is!" 

 

At the next moment, a terrible power bloomed between the fingers of Lingyun xianzun. She wrapped up 

the elegant room so that it would not be disturbed by the outside world. She began to explore 

everything by casting magic! 

 

Her eyes were full of anger! 

 

Lingyun xianzun raised his left hand slightly, and a light blue luster lingered between his fingers, and a 

red luster appeared immediately. The two forces collided and fused with each other. It was the law of 

space and time! 

 

Hunyuan realm, understand the law of space! 

 

Combine with Tao and understand the law of time! 



 

The realm of creation integrates the two laws of time and space. It can be used at will and can be 

integrated with each other to explore the mysteries of time and space. Even if people are far away, they 

can be instantly detected. 

 

Even if people who have been gone for thousands of years can trace back to the scenes in front of them 

as long as they urge the law of time. 

 

It can be said that the aura immortal statue that creates the realm is absolutely a top-level power.She 

manipulates the fusion of the two laws, turning into a beam of light that hits the void, where a channel 

emerges to explore what's going on in the Muran desert. Soon, the palace in the Muran desert is shown 

in the passage, and it can be pushed back, but a mysterious force is blocking the two law forces. 

 

"No 

 

"The laws of space and the laws of time merge!" 

 

"Even if it's the five elements law of the Xingqiao state, we can also explore one or two." 

 

"So you can't go back to the Muran desert?" Lingyun xianzun was a little surprised. After all, Nie Baijian 

killed her. Naturally, she didn't feel what happened in the Muran desert. She could only speculate with 

the power of law. 

 

She was a little puzzled, and her curiosity was even greater. So she pinched the Dharma seal with her 

hands to urge the power of the laws of space and time from all over her body, and once again gathered 

a halo, which merged into the void and opened a channel to break through the mysterious power. 

 

The next moment! 

 

That mysterious force suddenly burst out, obliterating the laws of time and space. 

 



Correspondingly, the immortal Zun of Lingyun spurted a mouthful of blood. He also saw everything in 

the Mulan desert. He also saw Ye Chen, Nie Baijian and others. He looked shocked and said, "Nie Baijian 

and Wang Qiantian!" 

 

"These two guys are not being held by those people?" 

 

"No, it's the mind body. It seems that ye Chen is the disciple of their two little guys!" 

 

"No wonder there are some leapfrogging abilities, but this ye Chen, I feel a little strange, and there 

seems to be something wrong with that power? The origin? " 

 

"No way!" 

 

Lingyun xianzun's finger pinching formula was originally to investigate Ye Chen's fate, but it was found 

that once Ye Chen's fate was touched, an invisible force hindered her! 

 

"Is it that the fate of this boy is protected by the law of heaven and cannot be explored?" Lingyun 

xianzun pondered, and simply condensed a Dharma seal. He wanted to calculate Ye Chen's fate, origin 

and future again. He wanted to see what was special about the man whom Ji Siqing and Xia Ruoxue 

adored at the same time! 
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Lingyun xianzun even thought: if Xia Ruoxue and Ji Siqing regard me as their teachers, how talented 

people can't be selected in Lingwu? 

 

They are real prodigies with extraordinary talent. In the future, the men who want to marry them will 

have to fill the whole Mulan desert. But they like such a boy in the early days of emperor's reign? 

 

Good! 

 



I want to see what the boy came from! 

 

Poof!! 

 

Poof!! 

 

Poof! 

 

Lingyun xianzun sprayed three mouthfuls of blood, his face was pale, and his expression was appalled 

and said: "it's really the protection of heaven. It's impossible to explore! My strength is not qualified! " 

 

"How could it be!" 

 

"How are you, master?" Xia Ruoxue realized something was wrong. She vaguely heard Ye Chen's name 

and asked tentatively, "are you ok?" 

 

Ji Siqing was able to see through a lot of things, and said, "I know ye Chen. He is just angry for a 

moment. Don't blame him for breaking into your palace. I can make amends for him. " 

 

There is no doubt about it. 

 

She also saw that scene in the passage, ye Chen defeated the second daughter and entered the palace 

to explore the situation. 

 

Ji Siqing gazed at the immortal statue of Lingyun. He didn't know the laws of time and space, the way of 

heaven and the future. He just said, "master, who hurt you?" 

 

"Is it Ye Chen's master?" 

 

"How are you?" 



 

The second daughter came up to check the wound of Lingyun xianzun. 

 

Lingyun xianzun coughed and said with a smile, "Nie Baijian and Wang Qiantian can't hurt me. I was 

exploring Ye Chen's future and fate, and was bitten by the way of heaven, and my foundation was 

slightly damaged. " 

 

"In this way, it will be another two thousand years before we can achieve the goal of stardom." 

 

"However, ye Chen, a boy with strong blood, can actually arouse the power of heaven to protect his 

future!" 

 

"But I am immortal after all. No matter how strong the way of heaven is, it is not impossible to explore 

it!" 

 

She looked at the second daughter and said with slight disdain: "Ye Chen, the talent is OK. However, I 

have just discovered something extraordinary. Within a month, this boy will suffer a lot of blood. If he 

doesn't pay attention to it, he will die without a burial place! " 

 

"What?" 

 

"Master, what kind of bloody disaster does Ye Chen have?" 

 

The second daughter was flustered in an instant, and all these great powers said Ye Chen had a bloody 

disaster. 

 

Is it a matter of the blood spirit clan? 

 

The blood spirit clan wants to attack on a large scale? 

 

"Elder, is it a matter of the blood spirit clan?" 



 

"Can you help Ye Chen?" Ji Siqing pleaded: "master, what is the bloody disaster?" 

 

Lingyun xianzun wiped the blood from the corner of his lips with a handkerchief. His eyes were flat and 

said: "within a month, the Blood Sword sect of the blood spirit clan will surely attack Kunlun Xu. 

Obviously, the Blood Sword clan has already known that ye Chen has destroyed their dominant position 

in Kunlun Xu!" 

 

"Ye Chen killed the people from the Blood Sword sect!" 

 

"I think kuiying of xuejianmen must know this, and it's time to send the strong ones on the way!" 

 

she thought: "three thousand years ago, xuejianmen and Beigong family gathered three Xingqiao state, 

twenty Hedao realm, hundreds of Hunyuan realm, and killed Nie Baijian and other people. At the same 

time, she killed a large number of kunlunxu people who were in the Shenjing, Shenwang and Hunyuan 

realms!" 

 

"At that time, I was traveling outside and didn't find it." 

 

"When Kunlun was defeated, some of them didn't care about their nature, and they didn't care about 

their nature any more." 

 

"But this time!" Lingyun xianzunsha looked at Xia Ruoxue and Ji Siqing meaningfully and said: "if we 

attack Kunlun Xu again, there will be less than 20 masters in Kunlun empty state, who are above the 

level of King Wushen!" 

 

"But the Blood Sword gate didn't inform the North Palace family, there would be no Xingqiao state to 

attack!" 

 

"I reckon that the strong man who came this time should be in the state of God, the kingdom of God, or 

even higher. Kunlun is doomed, and ye Chen is bound to die. You two should follow me to practice." 

 

Lingyun xianzun deliberately told the details of the matter. 



 

To highlight the strength of the Blood Sword sect and the weakness of Kunlun Xu, as well as the death of 

Ye Chen, we should see the reaction of Xia Ruoxue and Ji Siqing. 

 

Hearing these words, Xia Ruoxue has been unable to sit on the ground. 

 

Ji Siqing was eager to say: "master, you are the star power of xingqiaojing. This time, there is no Beigong 

family, so there is no opponent of xingqiaojing. I beg you to save Kunlun Xu and ye Chen." 

 

"To you, the Blood Sword clan is nothing. Please help Ye Chen!" 

 

"Besides, you are so powerful!" 

 

"If you don't have an enemy in Xingqiao territory, you don't have to consume too much strength to use 

your hands." Ji Siqing said earnestly. 

 

Lingyun xianzun's lips outlined a smile and said, "hand?" 

 

"Why should I do it?" 

 

"What does Kunlun Xu have to do with me? At best, it's just a world I've traveled to. ""Master, didn't 

you teach Kunlun Xu people?" 

 

"No matter how you say, you should have some feelings for Kunlun Xu." Ji Siqing was obviously a little 

nervous and his palms were covered with sweat. 

 

Her current strength can not help Ye Chen, but also can't get rid of the spirit charm immortal Zun! 

 

At present, the only one who can save Ye Chen is the person in front of him! 

 



"It's just a matter of doing what you want!" 

 

"For thousands of years, I've traveled countless worlds." 

 

Lingyun xianzun shook his head slightly and said, "I have instructed tens of thousands of people, but I 

am only in a good mood. I am not my disciple! But the two women who were hurt by Ye Chen are the 

disciples of my father 

 

She looked at Xia Ruoxue and Ji Siqing and said, "you want me to do something, but I have nothing to do 

with Kunlun Xu, don't know ye Chen, let alone his elders. Why should I have a hand?" 

 

"What's more, the northern palace family has a star hole state, which can take charge of it." 

 

"Although Ben Zun is the peak of the realm of nature, why did he want to block the Blood Sword gate 

for no reason, thus offending the Beigong family?" 

 

Lingyun xianzun said it very directly. 

 

There is no relationship and no interest. 

 

Why do you have to do it. 

 

"Master!" 

 

"Ye Chen's talent is very good. Can I ask him to worship you as a teacher?" 

 

Ji Siqing's eyes turned red and he continued: "Ye Chen has been practicing for less than ten years. He has 

never learned any martial arts. He has never cultivated any martial arts to the emperor's realm. His 

combat power is comparable to that of the divine realm. He is a very good genius. Let him worship you 

as a teacher." 

 



"He will definitely become a star in the future!" 

 

"Think of the glory you will bring to you if you have a strong star body in this door." 

 

"A glib little girl!" Lingyun xianzun laughed and said: "Ye Chen is in the world of low martial arts, and he 

is a unique genius. But what is he in Lingwu? Shenglong family, wanjian family, Shenzu and so on. If a 

child is born, even if he practices for three or five years, and then takes the Shendan and Shenyao 

provided by the family, he will have the cultivation of Shenwang state and even Hunyuan state at the 

age of five or six! " 
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"All these children can kill him with one blow." 

 

"What's the use of him?" 

 

"Besides, I don't accept male students!" 

 

Lingyun xianzun finished, half with a smile, staring at Ji Siqing, thinking in his heart: I said so much. 

 

I want to take you as an apprentice. 

 

Why, the girl's EQ is so low? 

 

Or not? 

 

Well, if you don't want to, if I don't, you will honestly watch your little lover fall down. Then I will take 

you back, with an interval of thousands of years. Time is the best healing medicine. After thousands of 

years, you will not forget Ye Chen. 

 



At that time, it's good to be a teacher again. 

 

"Master!" 

 

"I didn't ask you, just this time." 

 

Ji Siqing looked at Lingyun xianzun and said, "the reason why you say so much is that you want us to 

worship you as a teacher." 

 

"So you have a reason to do it?" 

 

Her face slightly red, way: "for the disciple care about people, this is very reasonable." 

 

"In that case!" 

 

"Then I'll make up my mind." 

 

After saying that, Ji Siqing got up and stepped back two steps. Suddenly, he knelt down and knelt down 

three times and nine times. He said, "disciple Ji Siqing, please meet the master. Please help Ye Chen. I 

am willing to follow the master to practice in the land of Lingwu." 

 

"Good, good!" 

 

"It seems that your EQ is not low, not bad!" Lingyun xianzun waved a little, and then Ji Siqing was lifted 

up. Then, a little bit of light fell on Ji Siqing, which quickly promoted Ji Siqing's realm. 

 

Soon! 

 

Ji Siqing's cultivation has been promoted from one layer of heaven to nine layers of heaven. 

 



Point between the point to change half immortal, the spirit of immortal respect worthy of the top 

strong, such a means, can be called the Chinese legend point into an immortal. 

 

"Disciple 

 

"Old folks of Beigong family, I have some friendship!" 

 

"It's been tens of thousands of years since we've achieved the state of nature for tens of thousands of 

years. It's impossible to refute the face of an old friend without any reason." Lingyun xianzun seems to 

be explaining, saying: "Lingwu mainland is not more than your Kunlun Xu. You Kunlun Xu lives thousands 

of years old and 800 years old." 

 

"You can't live for a hundred years." 

 

"They are all little guys. In my eyes, they are just young and middle-aged people. They are not mature 

yet." 

 

"Those who meet some contradictions will live and die. Those who are teachers have lived for tens of 

thousands of years and have a good reputation all over the world. No matter whether they are friends 

or enemies, most of them will not kill each other. Even if they fight against each other for tens of 

thousands of years, they will only gamble for a while. They can maintain their own reputation and 

dignity." 

 

"If you want to be a teacher, there is no reason to refute the three old things in the North Palace 

family." 

 

"As a teacher, I don't want to spare tens of thousands of years to compete with them. It's a waste of 

time." 

 

"Well, you worship me as a teacher. Since you have a reason to be a teacher, those three old people will 

never contradict my face." 

 



If the offspring of an old monster who has lived for tens of thousands of years are not dead, they are 

about the same age. 

 

If you die, it doesn't matter. After all, you may die of old age. 

 

The later they practice, the more lonely they are. The only thing they can look at is face and dignity. So 

many old monsters will be red faced and chased out once they are challenged. After all, the only thing 

they can value is face. 

 

Thank you very much 

 

"Master, how do you do it?" 

 

Ji Si's big eyes of clear water and spirit, staring at the spirit immortal, said: "please protect Kunlun Xu, or 

put Kunlun Xu under your command. As for ye Chen, I want the master to save him, but I can't let him 

have any harm. " 

 

"You little girl!" 

 

"Clever." 

 

Lingyun xianzun patted Ji Siqing's forehead and said with a smile, "I haven't told you how to save them, 

but you first put forward how to save them." 

 

"As for what you say, it depends." 

 

"I promise you won't let that boy go wrong! I'll do it! " 

 

"Thank you, master!" Ji Siqing clenched his fist and his fingers fell into the flesh, exuding a trace of 

blood. 

 



She didn't want to leave. 

 

But she had no choice. 

 

This may be the last time she helps Ye Chen. 

 

Over the past five years, ye Chen has been treated as a waste by outsiders, but she has always believed 

that ye Chen will become a dragon and Phoenix. 

 

Now ye Chen is standing at the peak of Kunlun Xu, but she can't see it. 

 

Lingwu land? 

 

Went to this place, do not know when can see ye Chen. 

 

Maybe not in my life. 

 

After all, there is a big gap between Kunlun Xu and here. 

 

Lingyun xianzun suddenly noticed something, and his eyes fell on Xia Ruoxue, who had not spoken for a 

long time: 

 

"but, Xia Ruoxue, why don't you want to worship me as a teacher 

 

Xia Ruoxue exhaled a breath, but also showed a smile: "master!""Well, if ye Chen is still in danger next 

time, I'll take you as my teacher." 

 

"You girl Lingyun xianzun didn't say anything. He picked up the tea cup and tasted it carefully. 

 

In her opinion, ye Chen's two masters' spirits were almost exhausted. 



 

No more cards. 

 

How can mole ants resist the next Kunlun virtual strong? 

 

Ridiculous! 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, a group of people suddenly came to Kunlun Xuling city. 

 

The first one is kuilong who came from the blood spirit clan to Kunlun Xu! 

 

He is the inner disciple of the Blood Sword sect who is in charge of Kunlun Xu. He is totally immersed in 

the nine layers of heaven's fighting power in the spirit realm. Although he is nothing in the Blood Sword 

sect, he is absolutely top in the spirit city and even Kunlun Xu. 

 

As soon as Kui long came out, he felt something was wrong. The ancestors of qinghongmen and 

kunjianmen all had something wrong. 

 

He kneaded the Dharma seal and released a lot of luster, which crossed these ancestors. 

 

A moment later, kuilong's face changed slightly, and said, "Ye Chen's little bastard's breath is on his 

body!" 

 

"It seems that this little bastard has been to the spirit city!" 

 

"You guys, tell me what happened, or I'll kill you!" 

 

He naturally knows about ye Chen! 



 

When Wei Wucheng came to Kunlun Xu, he found out that ye Chen was responsible for the death of six 

blood spirit people in the emperor's territory. He sent the situation back to xuejianmen and passed it to 

kuilong. Kuilong knew Ye Chen's situation and breath. 

 

I just didn't expect to come to the spirit city this time, but I haven't arrived at Kunlun Xu yet. 

 

Actually found the breath of Ye Chen. 

 

This little bastard can enter the spirit city. 

 

It's weird! 

 

Several ancestors of Lingcheng didn't expect the blood spirit clan to come again so soon! 

 

This time, the strong man of Blood Sword clan! 

 

In this way, the boy named Ye Chen will surely die! 

 

"Yes My Lord 

 

Several ancestors bow their bodies and tell the story honestly. 

 

He went to the blood demon mountain from ye Chen, got the spirit card of the blood demon mountain 

master, then entered the spirit City, forced to break through the Kun sword gate, killed the shameless 

villain Li Jiawei, and so on. He went back to Kui long in the original. 

 

After hearing this, Kui Long's face changed greatly, and his eyes were a little deep. He murmured to 

himself, "Ye Chen, this little bastard, has the power to fight in the divine kingdom!" 

 



"It's strange, strange. It's impossible to say so!" 

 

"According to the news from Wei Wucheng a few days ago, ye Chen is only the source of Tao. His 

fighting power for death is equivalent to a layer of heaven in the realm of God!" 

 

"How did ye Chen break out of the power of the divine Kingdom after this period of time?" 

 

"Is it difficult to succeed? There are still strong people hiding in Kunlun 

 

"In this way, I am more and more interested in this mole ant named Ye Chen!" 
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Such strength is growing in a short time. 

 

This is not the case. Kuilong also knows that some super families in Lingwu land, such as the dragon 

family, the holy dragon family and the Shenzu, have raised their blood sword clan several levels, and 

given their descendants Shendan and Shenyao within the family. 

 

Indeed, in one day, the cultivation of descendants can be elevated to a great level. 

 

However, there is no doubt that ye Chen could not have such an adverse background! 

 

It seems that ye Chen must be hiding a big secret! 

 

"That's it 

 

"Let's go to the outer part of Kunlun first." 

 



Kui long immediately took 18 strong people into the spiritual realm and went out of the spirit city to a 

mountain near Kunlun. He gazed at the distant Kunlun virtual boundary wall. He took a long breath, and 

his arms changed into blood red luster. Behind him, a dark dragon shadow appeared! 

 

It's a seven stream Canglong! 

 

His blood force is obviously much stronger than Wei Wucheng. 

 

However, he is still a disciple of the inner school. He has practiced for thousands of years, but he has not 

achieved much. The main reason is that there is no divine king tool. 

 

At the same time, kuilong sprinkles a trace of Wei Wucheng's blood essence on Canglong's shadow to 

find Wei Wucheng. After all, Wei Wucheng hasn't come back for several days. According to the situation, 

Wei Wucheng should come back at this time! 

 

Bang bang bang! 

 

Bang bang! 

 

Canglong Xuying fights against the sky and tears up the shadow. It radiates an extreme brilliance from 

the shadow and shines on the Kunlun void. It is used to explore Wei Wucheng's situation and what 

happened in the past few days. 

 

Whoa, whoa!! 

 

Whoa! 

 

After a flash of light, a light curtain gradually formed, showing the scene of Wei Wucheng's trial of Ye 

Chen on that day. 

 

Kuilong and dozens of powerful people behind him browsed the incident together. 

 



From the beginning, Wei Wucheng sent the youth of emperor Zunjing to kill Ye Chen, but he was killed. 

 

He was killed in the middle of entering the divine realm. 

 

Enter the realm of God and be killed. 

 

Wei Wucheng hands, ye Chen blood wake up, but beat Wei Wucheng. 

 

Finally, Wei Wucheng was killed, and it was clear. 

 

"Asshole!" 

 

"Ye Chen, this little bastard, still wants to turn the sky!" 

 

”Even our people dare to move 

 

"Ants still want to shake the sky. It's ridiculous!" 

 

"In this case, we don't mind asking you Kunlun Xu again! Let you feel what a real nightmare is!... " 

 

Kui Long's eyes were deep, and he said angrily, "this time, I'll take your Kunlun void to vent my anger! I 

will not destroy all the people in your Kunlun void. I will give you the surname Ye Chen! " 

 

Then, the next moment, kuilong takes out the summoning token and tells the ancestor of the Blood 

Sword clan what happened to Kunlun Xu. 

 

This old ancestor is the one who launched the battle against Kunlun, kuiying, who is the terror of the 

peak of he Daojing. 

 



Just after the communication, kuilong gazed at Kunlun Xu and said, "Since ye Chen can break out the 

power of the divine king's state, there may be hidden strong men in Kunlun Xu, so we can't rush in!" 

 

However, at this time, a few violent breath surging! 

 

"The blood spirit clan dares to come again and die!" 

 

In an instant, several strong people in the state of mind surge. 

 

They are the city Lord of Jianmen and the ancestor of xingjianmen who are allied with Ye Chen! 

 

For a moment, he trapped quelon and others. 

 

The fight is on the tip! 

 

…… 

 

Lingwu land, the place of Blood Sword gate. 

 

A gray haired old man naturally saw that kuilong was surrounded by the light curtain, and angrily 

slapped the table in front of him, which scared the disciples around him. 

 

There are thousands of disciples living in this land of cultivation. At this moment, whether the disciples 

of the outside world or the inner disciples of the divine Kingdom, they all fall on the ground and dare not 

look up for fear of being killed by the ancestors. 

 

"Kuitun!" 

 

"Quiddiy, come here quickly!" 

 



The old man called the chief and deputy leaders. His eyes were as deep as nine you. He said, "if you go 

on, I don't want to see any life in Kunlun anymore! Especially Ye Chen 

 

"I don't want Kunlun to surrender or defeat Kunlun." 

 

"I want all the people and monsters in Kunlun to turn into ashes!" 

 

"Otherwise, I will kill you two!" 

 

"Yes, grandfather 

 

The headmaster Kuitun quickly went down and deployed all kinds of hands. 

 

The deputy leader also went down to mobilize the sect's elders, Dharma protectors and many disciples. 

 

This time, the two leaders understood that Laozu was really angry. We should mobilize all the strong 

people to go to Kunlun Xu and kill those wastes as soon as possible. Otherwise, we will suffer! 

 

Soon, a bell rang through the door of blood sword! 

 

All the disciples, elders and Dharma protectors rushed to the hall to gather. 

 

…… 

 

At the moment, the Kunlun virtual periphery, a field of aftershocks.Bang bang bang!! 

 

Bang bang!! 

 

All kinds of brilliance, all kinds of battle aftershocks flicker, the mountain peak almost reduced to ruins. 



 

The top strong people outside the spirit City, according to the agreement with Ye Chen before, help Ye 

Chen to block the blood spirit clan. At the moment, the fight is extremely fierce, and even some places 

on the edge have been greatly impacted! 

 

Boom!! 

 

A violent explosion, resounding through the sky! 

 

In the Blood Sword clan, a strong man in the four layers of God realm was killed by the ancestor of 

xingjianmen, and his body was broken, and finally he exploded. 

 

The old Zuli of xingjianmen chopped a sword and flew a disciple of the Blood Sword sect who was in a 

state of mind for six levels. He angrily exclaimed, "there are only nine of them left! All together! Kill the 

bloody swordsmen who came from the blood spirit clan 

 

"In the future, we can enter the gaowu world at will!" 

 

"No more obstruction!" 

 

Holding the short sword in his hand, he urged Qi and blood all over his body, and burst out a sword to 

kill a blood sword disciple who was in a state of mind for six levels. 

 

Then, he fought with quelon, a strong man in the nine layers of heaven. Although he was two levels 

lower, he survived for tens of thousands of years. These differences can be made up for temporarily. 

 

Ye Chen! 

 

I have done what I promised you! 

 

You have to finish what you promised us! 



 

This time, in order to help you stop the Blood Sword sect, I'm afraid that my star sword gate will decline 

for some time! 

 

If you don't take us into that place, you are a man of no faith! 

 

And ye Chen at the moment naturally does not know what happened in Kunlun Xu. 

 

He wanted to interrogate the two ragged women in front of him about the whereabouts of Ji Siqing and 

Xia Ruoxue, but he didn't expect that a strong force broke through the void and fell on him. 

 

It's a feeling of being watched. 

 

It's like a strong man trying to check his fate! 

 

He couldn't even resist it. 

 

But just as the force was about to break through all obstacles, the black stone in his pocket was shining 

brightly. 

 

At the same time, in the samsara cemetery, a dragon chant came from the black stone pillar that the 

forging God took him to see. 

 

The originally dim stone pillar even flickered a light. 

 

There are three words behind Guanghua. 

 

One of the words is "Ren"! 

 

Vigorous and powerful! The world! 
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Ye Chen is naturally aware of the change of the reincarnation cemetery, he glanced at the stone pillar, 

slightly surprised. 

 

"How can there be dragon chanting on this stone pillar? And why is this stone pillar so related to black 

stone 

 

"It seems that the secret behind the stone pillar is the real secret of samsara cemetery!" 

 

As soon as ye Chen's words fell, the voice of forging God King rang out: "if I didn't guess wrong, the body 

of Lingyun xianzun has found out what happened here. She must use secret methods to try to see 

through you. Fortunately, she was stopped by that man." 

 

"It is estimated that Lingyun xianzun also paid some price for this." 

 

Ye Chen is stunned, but he knows the terror of Lingyun xianzun, but he didn't expect that the existence 

behind the stone pillar is even more terrible! 

 

However, he also knew that he could not see this man in a short time. 

 

At present, Xia Ruoxue's safety is more important! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes fell on the two injured disciples of Lingyun xianzun: "just now you should also feel the 

breath of Lingyun xianzun. She is helpless to me. Do you still want to struggle?" 

 

At the moment, their expressions are extremely ferocious! Even fear! 

 

The breath on Ye Chen's body just now is the master's secret skill! 



 

But the secret art is suddenly broken! Master must have been bitten back! 

 

How could it be! 

 

Even the master can't help people, what qualifications do they have to contend with! 

 

After hesitating for a few seconds, one of them said, "the blood is really one of them, but the two girls 

are not seriously affected. The master is extremely concerned about them!" 

 

"As for their whereabouts, if I guess correctly, they and the master will go back to kunlunxu!" 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, Kunlun virtual periphery. 

 

It's a complete mess! 

 

"Kill!" A strong man near the spirit city had a black light ball in his palm. He threw it out and landed in 

front of a disciple of the Blood Sword sect. The light ball burst out quickly, and thousands of sword Qi 

appeared. He quickly killed the man of the Blood Sword sect who was in a state of mind for four days. 

 

He gave a big drink: "today we killed the people of the Blood Sword gate, and soon we will enter the 

spirit city at will!" 

 

"All elders and sect heads, kill with me!" 

 

"Dark star sword!" 

 



He offered a sword. Black clouds surged in all directions, and countless thunder and lightning flashed by 

him. He quickly wrapped up a blood sword disciple who had been in a state of God for three days. Then, 

black sword lights flashed across and out, killing the Blood Sword disciple in two! 

 

Just at this moment! 

 

And ye Chen agreed to the spirit of the city near the strong all came. 

 

Under the jurisdiction of the eight forces, 23 in the early stage, 17 in the middle stage, and 8 in the late 

stage, all together killed six people of the Blood Sword sect, including kuilong, a strong man in the nine 

layers of the divine realm! 

 

"Ye Chen, you have to keep your promise!" he whispered as he fought 

 

"I'm in alliance with you this time, but I totally offend the Blood Sword clan!" 

 

"If you dare to repent, I will dare to kill Kunlun Xu!" 

 

"Assholes, you bastards!" Kuilong was besieged by the ancestors of xingjianmen and baijianmen, and all 

the immortal artifacts were lost. His whole body was covered with blood, which was extremely 

miserable! 

 

"You bastards 

 

"It won't be long, all of you will die!" 

 

"Must die!" 

 

Hateful! 

 

Hateful! 



 

This must be arranged by Ye Chen, that little bastard! 

 

My younger martial brother and younger sister! 

 

Damn Ye Chen, how could he arrange so many crazy bastards to ambush outside the Kunlun void! 

 

Kunlun Xu must be destroyed. After 3000 years of fighting against the Blood Sword sect of the blood 

spirit clan, it must be completely wiped out! 

 

"You little ants!" 

 

"Dare to surround and kill us!" 

 

"Our ancestors have known about Kunlun Xu. Don't you stop?" 

 

Kui Long's fist blew away the ancestor of xingjianmen, but he was killed by another man with a sword. 

His arm was broken and he was in great pain. Looking around, he brought out nine younger martial 

brothers and sisters, and now there is only one person left! 

 

Just now, there were ten of us, one at the peak, one at the later stage, five in the middle stage and four 

in the early stage! 

 

Such a huge lineup, it is even more powerful than Wei Wucheng when he came out, even ten times 

stronger! 

 

But we haven't entered Kunlun Xu yet. We've been killed by these bastards near the spirit city. I'm the 

only one left. Damn it! 

 

"You're not going to stop me!" 

 



"I'll wait for the strong one to come soon!" 

 

"If you wait for the ancestral gate to be destroyed!" Kuilong was pierced by a sword in his chest, but he 

quickly took out a token and cried out angrily: "stop! Stop it! Then I will crush the token and ask the 

master of shenwangjing to come and kill you 

 

As soon as this was said, there was silence all around. 

 

All eyes are deep and fixed on quelon. 

 

Many powerful people in the spirit state, including the blood demon mountain master and Jiaolong 

Hongwu, have come here. One man and one dragon have just smashed a disciple of the Blood Sword 

sect in the early stage of the trance!All the people surrounded him and looked at the token in his hand! 

 

Some fear, but promised Ye Chen things, and have to do. 

 

For a time, there are some tangles! 

 

Once the token is crushed before killing Kui long, if there is a strong one coming, will not all the people 

present die? 

 

"You wait for the mean thing!" 

 

"You dare to surround and kill the people of my blood spirit clan and the disciples of my blood sword 

clan!" Kui long covered his chest, his lips were covered with blood, and with a strange smile, he said 

angrily, "don't you want to live?" 

 

"Now, if you dare to kill me, my master will come at once!" 

 

"Kill all of you!" 

 



"Get down on your knees!" 

 

Mean thing! 

 

Dare to challenge me and kill the people of my blood sword clan! 

 

We must let them kneel down to meet the elders, Dharma protectors and leaders of our sect, and then 

kill them! 

 

"Kneel down?" 

 

"Are you sure?" "Sure, get down on your knees!" As soon as kuilong's words were finished, several 

weapons were attacked and killed. 

 

Three swords, three hammers, two swords, and eight immortal weapons attacked and killed from all 

aspects, which directly penetrated the body of Kui long, and even destroyed his spirit. The token was 

also held by the ancestor of xingjianmen! 

 

Boom!! 

 

After a burst sound came out, kuilong, who was in the nine layers of heaven, was blasted. 

 

However, the token flashed with a flash of light, and a virtual shadow was revealed. He said angrily: "you 

are evil animals. You dare to kill the people of the Blood Sword clan. The strong blood spirit clan will 

land tomorrow. You can't wait for it." 

 

before the words are finished, the ancestor of xingjianmen killed the virtual shadow with one sword. 

 

His eyes turned to other people and said, "gentlemen, there may be something wrong with the alliance. 

But you and ye Chen are all on the same boat. Now, let's go to Kunlun. I have a token in my hand to 

contact Ye Chen and ask Ye Chen's masters to help! " 

 



"This..." 

 

"I didn't expect that this would happen..." 

 

"How can the Blood Sword gate attack Kunlun Xu so quickly?" 

 

All the people around him and so on all looked sad. They thought they were just helping Ye Chen and 

resisting the blood spirit people once. 

 

Therefore, we all tried our best to kill the Blood Sword clan and other people with the death of only two 

early stage elders in the spirit state! 

 

Originally worthy of celebration, it was unexpected that the Blood Sword gate would pour out. 

 

The blood spirit clan is the main member of the Blood Sword clan. Killing the blood spirit clan is 

equivalent to forming a deep feud with the Blood Sword clan. According to the cruel means of the blood 

spirit clan 3000 years ago, everyone sighed secretly! 

 

I didn't expect that! 

 

The third one didn't want to start so fast! 

 

"It's not to say that if the space transmission array is used once, it will cool down for 10 years." 

 

"Why, can the third wave arrive so soon?" One of them asked. 

 

"The ordinary King state and the spirit state can only wait for the space transmission array to arrive 

again!" However, the ancestor of xingjianmen sighed: "however, if the leader is the one who is strong in 

the harmony of Taoism, then it is the strong person in Hunyuan environment who leads the team!" 

 

"It can be reached directly by magic." 



 

"With dozens of people shuttling through the vast space, directly come here!" 

 

The ancestor of xingjianmen sighed and said: "if the strong man in the Hunyuan state hands, it will take 

three days to tear up the space and come here again. If it's said that those who are strong in Taoism will 

come here in one day! " 

 

"There will be no more than 30 strong people who may come!" 

 

"But every one who may come is the peak of Hunyuan state and even Shenwang state." 

 

"But you don't have to worry too much. Ye Chen is so gifted that there must be stars behind him to help 

him. In my opinion, ye Chen has the breath of Nie Baijian, the God of hundred swords. His sword 

technique is very similar to that of the hundred sword God King!" 
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"Maybe the master behind him was those who were strong in Taoism." 

 

"Those strong people just hide in the dark and don't fight. This time, the blood spirit family came. We 

entered Kunlun Xu ahead of time and joined Ye Chen's Hall of light. How could we survive?" 

 

Let's join the hall of light! 

 

Anyway, the people of the blood spirit family come. The first one is to find us. When the time comes, we 

will be with Han Yun. Han Yun is also the target of the blood spirit family. Ye Chen will save us anyway! 

 

"That's it, gentlemen." One of them, a strong man in the spiritual realm, sighed and said, "in this case, 

we can only rely on Ye Chen for uncontrollable situations." 

 



The ancestor of baijianmen sighed: "yes, you can only rely on Ye Chen!" 

 

"Let's get in touch with Ye Chen." An injured old man also said, "we will send all the disciples above in 

the later stage of Daoyuan realm to Kunlun Xuzhong. After contacting Ye Chen, we will go to Kunlun Xu 

to connect with Han Yun and wait for ye Chen to return." 

 

"Good!" 

 

"No problem..." 

 

"Good..." 

 

All the forces agreed, and soon arranged their own disciples to enter the Kunlun void. 

 

They gathered together with the master of blood demon mountain and Jiaolong Hongwu. The ancestor 

of xingjianmen took out a token and put in spiritual power. There was a shining light on the token, which 

cut through the space and showed a virtual shadow. 

 

It's the shadow of Ye Chen! 

 

This token is a communication token used for the connection between planes. Ye Chen scraped it from 

Wei Wucheng. 

 

Wei Wucheng is using this token to contact the ancestor of the Blood Sword clan. There are two in total. 

One is left on his own body, and the other is given to the ancestor of xingjianmen, who has the highest 

cultivation. 

 

At this moment, the star sword gate injects spiritual power into the token, connecting Ye Chen in Lingwu 

land. 

 

In the land of Lingwu, ye Chen gets Ji Siqing's whereabouts, so he throws the flying flower and the 

floating flocculus two daughters into the palace and ignores it. As soon as he leaves the Mulan desert, 



he feels that the token reacts. As soon as he opens the token, the blue light envelops him, and the 

shadow appears in front of the ancestors of xingjianmen and others. 

 

His eyes swept over the audience and found that all of them were extremely serious. Somehow, he had 

an ominous premonition and asked, "what's the matter with you? Is something wrong with Kunlun Xu?" 

 

"Yes, something happened!" At the moment, the ancestor of xingjianmen is still calm and the disaster of 

destruction is coming. However, he still feels that there is someone behind Ye Chen, barely flustered. He 

slowly says, "just half an hour ago, the strong Blood Sword clan of the blood spirit clan came!" 

 

"The leader is quelon!" 

 

"Nine layers of heaven in the spirit state, and nine disciples who are in the spirit state!" 

 

"We all killed them!" 

 

"It's just before we kill them, we find that the blood spirit clan already knows this matter thoroughly!" 

 

He took a long breath, gazed at Ye Chen and said, "tomorrow there may be a harmonious state of the 

blood spirit clan, leading many strong men to come here, you come back quickly! We will discuss with 

you first and then with our people! " 

 

"Good!" 

 

"I will return as soon as possible through the space transmission array of heaven and earth!" Ye Chen 

cuts off the transmission of the token and rushes to the space transmission array. 

 

Space transport array can only be used once in one direction, but it can also be used once in reverse 

direction. 

 



Once the two times are used up, the transmission array will have to go through a cooling period of 10 

years, waiting for the space God stone to accumulate enough force of space laws before it can be 

reused. Otherwise, even if it is forced to start, it will fall down in the middle of the transmission. 

 

Ye Chen quickly returns to the transmission array that he sat in when he arrived. 

 

Driving xuantianying faster and faster, while on the way thinking: "blood spirit clan, Blood Sword door, 

but come fast!" 

 

"The Blood Sword gate, which is composed of the blood spirit clan, has no help from the northern palace 

family!" 

 

"It's estimated that there are one or two strong people who are in harmony with Taoism to lead the 

team, and those who are strong enough to break through the space by using the technique. It is 

estimated that 20 people can be brought here, that is, a few Hunyuan state and a dozen Shenwang 

realm." 

 

"Three masters, is there any array that can resist Kunlun void?" 

 

In the samsara cemetery, Nie Baijian thought for a long time and said, "yes!" 

 

He took a deep breath and said, "there is a large array handed down from ancient times in Kunlun, but it 

has been abandoned for thousands of years. In the first World War of ancient times, because the battle 

area was not in Kunlun Xu, we did not use it!" 

 

"As for the people left after the war in ancient times, they are not enough to start the big formation." 

 

"But now, people are enough!" 

 

"Enough people?" Ye Chen was stunned and asked, "what do you mean? Why don't you tell me? " 

 



"Tomb owner!" The forging God King said: "the big array needs 30 people to enter the divine realm to 

guard the array eyes respectively, and then use the huge immortal stone or the power of flying 

immortals in immortal utensils as the output of energy." 

 

"Thirty of you are in God's land!" 

 

"When you were still in Kunlun Xu, Wei Wucheng came, but can you get 30 strong people in the spirit 

state?" 

 

Thirty of them were in the state of God, guarding the eye of the array.Then use the huge immortal stone 

and as many immortal tools as possible as the energy source of the array. 

 

To tell the truth, ye Chen at that time did not make this lineup. He was able to support 30 people who 

could match the peak of the nine layers of heaven. 

 

"This array is called Qiankun Tianlong array!" 

 

"Based on heaven and earth, sun, moon, stars, and Houtu mountains, with 30 base numbers, every time 

you double the number, your combat power will increase by 10 times. As long as the immortal stones 

are enough to resist the Hunyuan realm, it is not a problem!" 

 

Forging God King slowly said: "you have a lot of immortal tools in your hand. Take them back quickly. 

You personally give the Dharma protector to Emperor Zun's nine layers of heaven, and let them break 

through overnight. Although the realm is unstable, it is also a battle force after breakthrough!" 

 

"As for the Shenwang state war puppets left by the Shendan monarch!" 

 

"When you go back to the spirit City, grab a handful of the best spirit stones at random, or go to the Kun 

sword gate and knock back. You can exert the fighting power of the God kingdom!" 

 

"Others, do your best." 

 



"The three of us can also come out to fight, but there are two people who have just used their strength 

and have little energy left. If they want to use them, they will certainly dissipate. It's really impossible. 

They have to do everything to see the destiny of heaven." 

 

"I will not give up Kunlun Xu!" Ye Chen soon passed through the huge city and was about to enter the 

forest. He said, "I said that I would lead the people of Kunlun to fight against the blood spirit clan. How 

could they go first? Besides, the bastards of the blood spirit clan, I had long wanted to destroy them!" 

 

Blood spirit clan! 

 

It's strong, but what! 

 

Even if all the cards come out, we have to kill a number of shenwangjing and several Hunyuan realms! 

 

Even if you die in the war! 

 

As for the weapons used to trigger the array, I found ten weapons in the palace of Lingyun xianzun, and 

several of the divine king's tools. I got four from Feihua and piaoxiu. After returning to the spirit City, I 

will knock at Kun Jianmen gate and get some excellent immortal stones. It should be enough to start the 

large array. 
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Ye Chen is on his way to Kunlun. 

 

Kunlun Xuzhong, the Dharma protectors of the Guangming palace, etc., sensed that the disciples of the 

eight forces had entered, so they all came in to report. 

 

Above the hall, Han Yun stood and glanced at the main Pavilion owners below and asked, "what's going 

on? How come all the five cities and the three sects outside the spirit city all come to our Kunlun 

 



"Is it hard to do that? I have a treasure against heaven in Kunlun?" 

 

"Ye Feng Pavilion master, you check back, how is the situation?" 

 

Ye Feng stands up slowly. He has been promoted to six layers of heaven in the spirit state in the past 

two days, all of which are due to his own details and the skill of eight grade immortal tools! 

 

He clasped his fist and said: "it seems that some forces near the spirit city have allied themselves with Ye 

Chen hall master, but they have been attacked by the blood spirit clan and have to withdraw to Kunlun 

Xu!" 

 

"Now!" 

 

"There are so many people coming into the eight forces!" 

 

"There are only seven or eight people who have entered the realm of God. They say that the leaders of 

the eight forces are still communicating with the Lord of the temple!" 

 

Ye Feng himself reported a complete data, his heart pull out cool pull cool! 

 

Fortunately, the Lord of the temple has promoted the strength of the hall of light! 

 

Otherwise, these fleeing guys will be destroyed by us! 

 

How could they have imagined that there were so many strong men near the spirit city! 

 

Fortunately, these people have relations with the temple master! 

 

Otherwise, before the arrival of the blood spirit clan, Kunlun Xu will not be protected! 

 



"How long will their leader come in?" 

 

"As for the blood spirit people." Han Yun is dubious. The communication token in his hand is not high 

enough, and he can't contact the hall master. 

 

There is no doubt that the temple master is not in Kunlun, nor in the spirit city! 

 

It can be said that the temple master is not in this heaven and earth, or his own communication token 

will never be able to contact the temple master. 

 

"Han Temple master!" 

 

"We have something important to discuss with you in this forcible entry." 

 

A large number of xingjianmen and other ancestors entered the spirit state and rushed to the main hall 

in unison, all of them were dusty. 

 

He, together with other seven forces, clasped his fist and said, "I've seen the acting Lord of Guangming 

hall!" 

 

"We are outside the spirit City, and we have made an alliance with Ye Dian Lord!" 

 

"We promise Ye Dian Lord to help you block the next wave of blood spirit people!" 

 

He took out the immortal utensils and heads of kuilong and others, and said, "these are the relics of ten 

blood spirit people, all of which are in the spirit state. Among them, one is at the peak and the other is 

at the later stage. We have also paid a lot of money!" 

 

Hua Hua ~ ~ 

 

Hua Hua ~ ~ 



 

Hua Hua ~ ~ 

 

the ten pieces of head together radiate the great blood power, and a stream of diffuse blood gas lingers 

in the hall. 

 

Dozens of immortal utensils, as well as the residual power of semi divine king vessels, shocked many 

cabinet owners. 

 

If it was not for these cabinet owners, they all got Ye Chen's immortal utensils and had been promoted 

to the divine realm. Otherwise, they would have been kneeling down under the pressure of blood. 

 

Han Yun, Ye Feng, ye Wudi, ye Lingtian and others looked slightly shocked, staring at these items, and 

then looking at these murderous, but also some frustrated eight forces, all of them were at a loss. 

 

The ancestor of xingjianmen took out a token and handed it to Han Yun. He said, "the keepsake of the 

Lord of your palace, please check it!" 

 

After you nodded, you found that the token of the hall of Korea was indeed a token. 

 

"This time, the master of Ye Dian asked us to go to Kunlun Xu first!" 

 

"Be one with you, and together resist the blood spirit people!" 

 

"As for the master of Ye Dian, he told us that he would return before 12 o'clock!" "It's four o'clock in the 

afternoon," said the ancestor of xingjianmen. "As for the blood spirit clan, we found that 30% of the 

cases were led by Hunyuan Kingdom, and 70% by he Daojing." 

 

"That is to say, they will arrive before tomorrow afternoon!" 

 

"Please tell us what to do at the moment." 



 

Han Yun calmed down and thought of the cableway: "you don't have to worry, wait for the temple 

master to come back, and then arrange your action!" 

 

He looked at the other cabinet owners and hall owners and said, "go on, all the people above the 

emperor's and Tao's source areas will gather together. This time, if the blood spirit people kill us, we 

don't need to hide. Once we lose, we will die anywhere!" 

 

"Combine all the sources of Taoism and practice the magic trapping array!" 

 

"If the emperor's empires are combined to practice the nine day demon subduing array, these two 

arrays can kill several Shenwang realms even if the whole army is destroyed, regardless of the 

consumption, they are equipped with some immortal utensils and some elixirs." 

 

The combination of thousands of source realms and thousands of emperors' revered realms is not 

impossible to transcend! 

 

It will be very miserable to fight like this, but if we don't, we will be slaughtered. 

 

As for the star sword gate and others, they will be handed back to the hall master for distribution. 

Maybe the hall master has a better array. If you match them together, you can fight against Hunyuan. 

 

Harmony?Hunyuanjing? 

 

God kingdom! 

 

For Han Yun, Ye Feng and others, these terms are big stones. They have never really seen a strong 

person in the same Taoist realm or the appearance of a strong man in the Hunyuan kingdom. However, 

they all know that the people in these realms can not fight against alone! 

 

Now, the only hope lies in the temple master! 

 



Secondly, we should be able to resist all the Kunlun Xuwu people by collecting their strength. 

 

If you can't stop it, you can't! 

 

Who would have thought that the arrival time of the blood spirit clan was actually advanced! 

 

It's ahead of schedule. There are ancestors of xingjianmen and others, and they are not afraid of those 

who come. At most, they are in the nine layers of heaven. However, they didn't expect that the ancestor 

of the Blood Sword clan would find out about Kunlun Xu, thus advancing the massive attack on Kunlun 

Xu. 

 

With the present Kunlun void, how difficult it is to block the blood spirit clan! 

 

If in ancient times, there were still dozens of harmony and hundreds of Hunyuan in Kunlun, then it 

would be the blood spirit clan and Its Blood Sword gate. Without the help of Beigong family, you should 

not want to conquer Kunlun Xu. 

 

It's just now, not ancient times. 

 

Under the leadership of Han Yun, the acting head of the Guangming palace, Kunlun Xu gathered the 

powerful people from all sides to fight. 

 

Ye Chen, through the space transmission array in the forest, goes back to the spirit city before the blood 

spirit family sets out. The forces of the spirit City pass through the affairs of kuilong, and no longer 

respect Ye Chen. Ye Chen ignores them, and goes all the way to Kun Lun Xu, demanding 100 pieces of 

immortal utensils, plus a hundred jin of top grade immortal stones! 

 

The ancestor of kunjianmen didn't fight to the death either. He felt that ye Chen would die sooner or 

later after the blood spirit clan arrived. There was no need to fight with Ye Chen and hand over the 

things obediently. Otherwise, if he was killed by Ye Chen, and some of the elder Dharma protectors and 

disciples of kunjianmen sect were killed a few days ago, the kunjianmen sect would be really defeated. 
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Ye Chen came to the outside of the spirit City, and was surprised to find that the forces allied with him 

near the spirit city had all entered the Kunlun void. 

 

It was seven o'clock in the evening when he stepped into Kunlun void. The army of monsters and 

warriors outside the hall of light had been assembled. Under the deployment of Ye Lingtian and ye 

luo'er, he began to practice the ancient array urgently. Even if he was defeated, he would fight to death! 

 

"Master of the temple!" Ye Lingtian saw Ye Chen and knelt down excitedly and said, "ye Lingtian, please 

see the master of the hall!" 

 

"I'll see the Lord of the temple!" 

 

"Meet the master of the temple..." 

 

"Meet the master of the temple..." 

 

For a moment, thousands of warriors and monsters knelt down in unison, their eyes full of war! 

 

The people of Xueling clan will invade Kunlun again! 

 

Our Lord of the temple is back! 

 

This time, the Lord of the temple will surely lead us to fight against the blood spirit family. The glory of 

our Kunlun is not to be insulted by anyone! 

 

Even if we fight to the last soldier, we will never surrender! 

 



Everyone knows a truth. According to the habits of the blood spirit clan, whether surrender or fight to 

the end, it will be a disaster of extermination. Surrender is useless. If you win, you can wash away the 

humiliation of 3000 years. If you lose, you will die together! 

 

"Master of the temple!" 

 

"Master of the temple!" 

 

"I'll see the Lord of the temple!" 

 

Han Yun, ye Lingtian, Ye Feng, Han Shuang, and so on, more than 30 chief and Deputy cabinet masters, 

all flying out. 

 

They are half kneeling toward Ye Chen, and at the moment, ye Chen, the master of the hall, is their 

backbone. 

 

"Get up 

 

"I'm ready to fight tonight, Kunlun!" 

 

Ye Chen then walked into the house, and cheers came from behind. 

 

In the room, the ancestors of xingjianmen and other leaders of the eight sects were there, and they 

didn't mean to blame Ye Chen. Anyway, they all killed the people of the Xueling clan, and then offended 

Ye Chen. I'm afraid that ye Chen will kill the blood spirit clan before they come! 

 

Nowadays, there are dozens of strong people in the state of mind, which can not be compared with the 

former Kunlun emptiness! 

 

It's a real big force! 

 



"Master Jiaolong Hongwu also arrived. He knelt down at the moment and said, "I'd like to live with my 

master." 

 

Anyway, I am the master's pet! 

 

If the master is killed, I'll die, too. 

 

Simply follow the master and fight against the weather! 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly and looked at the downhill blood demon mountain master and said with a 

smile, "you are here too!" 

 

"Although the great revenge is avenged, the realm can not be upgraded!" It's better to fight with the 

devil before death 

 

He gazed at Ye Chen, thinking of the cableway in his heart: such arrogance, there must be successors! 

 

Follow him. If you die in battle, you will be rewarded! 

 

If he is not dead, ye Chen will surely become a overlord in the future. I will restore the divine realm 

under his command, and I will wait for a few days! 

 

"Ye Dian Lord!" 

 

"How are you going to fight?" 

 

"My five cities and three factions have decided to live with you." The ancestor of xingjianmen looked at 

Ye Chen on the throne and said: "at present, all 47 of our eight forces are in the state of mind!" 

 

"Eight in the later stage of entering the state of mind!" 



 

"Twenty three in the early stage and seventeen in the middle stage!" 

 

"Master of the temple!" Han Yun also clasped his fist and said: "since you left, our virtual strength of 

Kunlun has increased greatly. At present, there are 27 people in the spiritual realm. All of them are the 

masters of the attic and the elder of the supreme emperor. Among them, the most powerful ones are 

the Daoge Pavilion and the demon Pavilion! " 

 

"As for the later stage of entering the state of God, there is only one person, I am!" 

 

"Seven people in the middle stage and 19 people in the early stage, waiting for the orders of the temple 

master!" 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly and said: "Han Yun, ye Lingtian, Ye Feng, Baizhan, you four go to danxu Town, 

Qingxuan mountain, kungu place and killing place, and take out the heaven, earth and dragon array base 

handed down from ancient times!" 

 

He handed the four drawings to the four people and said, "this array can be combined with the strength 

of the people and gather on me. Send as many strong men as you can into the realm of God, take out all 

the array eyes and bases of these four places, and move them to the city of thousands of Jue! " 

 

Guangming hall hall hall is built in the original thousand Jue city's thousand Jue square! 

 

This city is close to the mountain and water, surrounded by dragon veins. From then on, it looks to the 

sky. It is full of stars, which is just suitable for the arrangement of heaven and Earth Dragon array. 

 

In the ancient times, Qiankun Tianlong array was located in four places, mainly dominated by the 

Hunyuan realm. The Xianyuan power on the body could involve four places. 

 

Ye Chen's inner spiritual power is not so grand, so move the array to the thousand Jue city and 

rearrange it! 

 

"Master of the temple!" 



 

"You want a man to fight against the blood spirit clan?" Han Yun was surprised and said: "all of us, will 

the power enter your body? Your body can't bear it? ""Not everyone!" Ye Chen's eyes were deep, falling 

on the eight sent people, saying: "enter the realm of God to help me, the rest of the people can't enter 

the array base!" 

 

"Into the realm of God?" 

 

"You can only go into the realm of God to help, Lord?" 

 

Han Yunsi cableway: "I have arranged for emperor Zun state and Dao source state to form two big 

arrays. Even if I don't care about the price, I can fight them two divine king realms." 

 

"No need!" 

 

"It's not worth it to cut off the Daoyuan state and the emperor Zun state of Kunlun, and exchange it for 

two Shenwang realms." 

 

"What's more, the Shenwang state that the blood spirit clan comes to is probably the later period of the 

divine Kingdom, and they hold the divine king's utensils!" Ye Chen took a long breath and said slowly, "if 

the divine king's state is a layer of heaven, and there is no divine king's utensil, we can use a large array 

to gather a certain number of emperor's Zun realm and Daoyuan realm, and there may be a war!" 

 

"But no doubt!" 

 

"Dao Yuanjing can't participate in this war!" 

 

"As for the realm of emperor's respect, they should protect the source of Tao and other people 

respectively. This is a war that only those who enter the realm of God are qualified to participate in!" 

 

He glanced at all the people, and immediately released some immortal utensils and Xiandan, and said, 

"these immortal utensils, you try your best to arrange the people in the Ninth Heaven of emperor Zun to 

break through. At night, I will help them break through!" 



 

"Although the breakthrough is short, we can not completely stabilize our strength!" 

 

"But at least one of them!" He thought for a moment, and then said, "now, all of us are seventy-one in 

the state of mind!" 

 

"Seventy one people are in the state of God. All of them are in the heaven and Earth Dragon array. I will 

deal with the blood spirit clan!" 

 

Blood spirit clan! 

 

What about the state of harmony and the realm of Hunyuan! 

 

Even if I fight to the end, I call out all the power of reincarnation graveyard, and exhaust all my blood 

essence, I will kill you! 

 

If you want to make my Kunlun empty, I won't let you feel better even if I die! 

 

"Lord, understand!" 

 

"I'm going to move the heaven, earth and sky dragon array!" Han Yun takes people out personally. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were fixed on the ancestor of xingjianmen and others, and said: "you all try your best to 

come out. After entering the big array, you can gather all your fighting power on me, and then I will 

resist the people of the blood spirit clan!" 
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"You don't have to worry!" 



 

"I will not let your people die, nor will I let my Kunlun Xu people die!" 

 

"If you want to die, you can only die from his blood spirit clan!" 

 

"Good!" The ancestor of baijianmen held his fist and said, "if ye Dian Lord has such ambition, we will 

advance and retreat together!" 

 

The helmsman of another force said with a smile: "for nearly ten thousand years, our accomplishments 

have been difficult to advance. We are eager to enter the world of high martial arts and improve our 

accomplishments. But now, in this war, the strength between the enemy and ourselves is so great that I 

have never seen the sense of frustration in your eyes! " 

 

"In that case!" 

 

"The master of Ye hall respects the situation, and is not afraid of it!" 

 

"Han Yun, the acting head of the hall, is in the seven layers of heaven, fearless! There are many masters 

of the palace of light, some of whom are in the middle stage of spiritual state and some of them are in 

the early stage of spiritual state 

 

"All of you are not afraid of the blood spirit family, and my people are not afraid of the blood spirit 

family!" 

 

"Even if you die in battle, you will die bravely and bravely. You will never be a servile servant!" 

 

Kunlun Xu! 

 

Unity of mind is not the Kunlun void of a thousand years ago! 

 

Ye Chen is the leader of Kunlun Xu. In this battle with Xueling clan, who will win and who will lose is not 

sure! 



 

What's more, if the master of Ye Chen hall master hands, we have a good chance of winning. 

 

There are many people who think so. 

 

Of course, there are many people who yearn for a heroic war. After all, after thousands of years of 

painstaking cultivation and almost no progress in cultivation, you have already lost the heart of 

cultivation. If you die in battle, it would be a good choice! 

 

"Good!" 

 

"When the eye of the array comes, I will be familiar with the array with you!" 

 

"At that time, depending on the array, kill these blood spirit clan people!" 

 

Ye Chen stepped down from the throne, glancing at many powerful people who were in the state of 

mind, thinking silently in his heart: Kunlun Xu! 

 

My Kunlun void, is not the blood spirit clan can enslave! 

 

What's more, the masters will surely be able to fight for the first time. However, the three tombstones 

in the samsara cemetery have already shown signs of arousal. The breath seems to be stronger than Nie 

Baijian, and they may even be the people of the spiritual world. 

 

What is he afraid of when he has such a card! 

 

At night, ye Chen helped the 19 emperors to respect the fierce beasts and human beings in the nine 

layers of heaven to break through the realm. 

 

All of them are in the state of entering God. After all, there are 90 people in the state of God! 

 



Over the past three thousand years, Kunlun Xu has accumulated many powerful people at the top of the 

emperor's Zun realm. They are suffering from the fact that they can't break through without immortal 

tools. Some of them are stuck in the eight layer heaven and seven layer sky of the emperor's Zun state. 

Their Qi and blood and soul strength are enough, but the rudiment of the road is not perfect enough. 

 

Lingyi danzun is a kind of prototype pill that the powerful emperor needs to take. 

 

After taking a prototype pill, the perfection of the rudimentary road will be enhanced a lot. Therefore, 

ten emperors have been promoted to nine layers of heaven, and with the help of Ye Chen, they have 

achieved the state of entering the spirit. 

 

The heaven and Earth Dragon array has not yet arrived. 

 

Ye Chen takes out an ice jade sword that he got in the palace of xianzun in Lingyun. He has been unable 

to figure out what it is, so it infiltrates into a spiritual force. Soon, the ice jade sword is broken, but there 

is a strong roar in the corresponding reincarnation cemetery. 

 

"Well? It has something to do with the reincarnation cemetery! " 

 

A stone tablet cracked, and a man in an ice blue robe appeared slightly. 

 

With a long sword on his back and white hair, he looks like a young man with a faint smile on his lips. He 

glances at the reincarnation cemetery, stares at Nie Baijian and ye Chen and asks, "who are you waiting 

for?" 

 

Ye Chen arched his hand and said, "I've seen you, master!" 

 

At the same time, ye Chen whispered to the forging God King: "is he a man of ancient times in Kunlun?" 

 

"No!" The forging God had a deep vision, shook his head secretly, and thought: "this person's real body 

is not much worse than that old woman of Lingyun xianzun." 

 



Ye Chen nodded and continued to the humanitarian: "master, this is the reincarnation cemetery!" 

 

"You have a source and an idea intercepted here, and I am the master here!" Ye Chen stares at the man 

in blue robe and asks, "elder, is the real body gone? Or in captivity? " 

 

"In captivity." 

 

"I remember that tens of thousands of years ago, when I was searching for treasure in the heaven and 

earth killing area, I was accidentally trapped by the array. After that, I was intercepted by your 

reincarnation graveyard. Although I did not sleep completely and could sense the external situation, I 

could not actively touch the outside world." 

 

The man in blue robe recalled and said, "according to the law, my God is in the samsara cemetery. If you 

are the owner of the tomb, then you are my master?" 

 

"I don't dare to do it. You just need to help me!" With a smile on his face, ye Chen asked, "how about 

the taboo of predecessors? But the man of the world 

 

"I'm really a man of the world." The blue robed man sighed and said, "my name is Bingjian xianzun. I am 

the seven elders of wanjiandi palace in Lingwu world. My real name is blue snow moon." 

 

"Ice sword immortal Zun!" 

 

"You are the ice sword immortal Zun!" Nie Baijian, the king of Baijian, looked at the blue snow moon 

with shock on his face and said, "you are the most natural and young ice sword immortal statue 

recorded in ancient books in wanjian emperor palace 50000 years ago?"Ice sword immortal! 

 

Fifty thousand years ago, Lingwu was the most outstanding and graceful sword immortal. 

 

When he reached the middle of the creation realm, he combined the laws of time and space, changed 

the world and made time stagnant. Once a sword was sacrificed, the power of time made an enemy die 

in an instant, and an enemy was strangled by the power of countless space laws. 

 



The realm of creation! 

 

The horror of time and space! 

 

In terms of combat effectiveness, he is not even inferior to the spirit immortal in the later stage of the 

creation of the realm, even to the peak. He is known as the master of the thousand sword immortals! 

 

"The master is so powerful!" 

 

"I don't know how powerful this divine power can play?" 

 

Ye Chen stares at the ice sword immortal Zun and thinks: "I am the master of Kunlun xuguangming 

palace. Now Kunlun Xu is attacked by the Blood Sword gate, and I have to face the attack from the 

digital harmony realm and dozens of Hunyuan realm." 

 

"But I am the most powerful person in Kunlun, but I am in the seventh heaven of God state!" 

 

"The strongest fighting power is just me!" 

 

"You?" The ice sword immortal Zun was a little surprised. He tried Ye Chen carefully, then nodded his 

head and said, "although your realm is not high, the strength of soul and Qi and blood in your body is 

comparable to that in the later stage of entering the spirit realm, and your combat power is very 

strong." 

 

"Who are you from?" 

 

"Shenlong family, Shenglong family, or Huangpu family?" 

 

"Only the descendants of these families can do this." 

 



He stood with his hands on his hands and slowly thought of the cableway: "I remember that at that 

time, some strong people were born with the cultivation of emperor's Zun realm, and you were only 

three layers of heaven of emperor's respect realm. You should not have been born in Lingwu land, 

otherwise the spirit of Lingwu land is strong enough to make you have the cultivation of emperor's Zun 

realm when you are born!" 

 

"You were born in the lower world." 

 

"I feel vaguely strong about the power of blood in my body. Even if there are dragon blood, dragon 

blood, Phoenix blood, demon blood and so on, can I be compared with you. So, which family are you 

from?" 
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In the eyes of ice sword immortal Zun, ye Chen's blood makes him even have a sense of crisis. 

 

It was a feeling he had never felt. 

 

In his opinion, only some forces in Lingwu mainland are qualified to give birth to such strong blood. 

 

As for the lack of aura of garbage - Kunlun Xu, it is impossible! 

 

The strength of people in the land of Lingwu mainly depends on the strength of blood. 

 

Upper third, middle third, lower third and so on. 

 

Generally speaking, people of middle and third class blood are born, take pills and preliminary 

cultivation, they may reach the realm of emperor's respect immediately. If their parents are gifted and 

have terrible strength, they are likely to be born directly into the realm of emperor's respect, while 

those of the lower third class may quickly resist the source of Taoism after cultivation. 

 



As for the upper third class, they are the real genius. When they are born, they trigger visions, and when 

they enter the body, they can make people step into the realm of emperor's respect. If they are not 

nourished by aura at birth, they can't break through such a state. For example, ye luo'er, whose blood 

vessels of the upper and third stream have not yet come and get nourishment, they are left in the lower 

world. 

 

That is to say, Kunlun Xu, the low martial level plane of lack of aura. 

 

But even if it is left in the lower bound, once you have learned the accurate skills, you can also jump 

over the level to fight. 

 

Ye luo'er, like ye luo'er, controls the skills of the blood spirit clan. It is possible for the emperor to cross 

the border and enter the divine realm in the early stage. 

 

Therefore, the ice sword immortal Zun will ask Ye Chen which is the descendant of Lingwu mainland. 

 

But obviously, ye Chen is not the answer he wants. 

 

Ye Chen stepped out and said very seriously: 

 

"I am not a man of Lingwu land!" 

 

"As for my blood, I don't know the specific origin, but you can call it reincarnation blood!" 

 

"Reincarnation?" 

 

Hearing these words, the first panic appeared on his face! 

 

The world is full of blood! There is a saying of reincarnation! 

 

But the so-called reincarnation blood is only in the legend! 



 

And now this guy is talking like that? 

 

Lunatic? 

 

But on second thought, the youth in front of him is the master behind the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

It is estimated that the young man does not know the origin of his blood! So it's named after samsara. 

 

It is possible that the blood of this young man is that of the first generation. 

 

"It should be so!" The immortal of ice sword nodded slightly, which was reasonable. 

 

Generally speaking, the founders of the big family in Lingwu mainland are all the blood of the first 

generation, and they are strong blood lines generated by themselves. Otherwise, even if they are strong, 

but they do not reach the highest level, it is impossible for the descendants to follow the strong blood. 

 

He took a little interest in Ye Chen and said: 

 

"you just said that you want me to help you Kunlun Xu!" 

 

"I've heard of Kunlun Xuzheng once. I remember it's a medium or low martial level." 

 

"You should have the strong man who creates the world! Why should I do it? " 

 

"It's gone!" Ye Chen told the story of Kunlun Xu for tens of thousands of years, and then said, "please 

help me. I will go to the world of Lingwu in the future, go to the place where I am imprisoned, and 

release my real body!" 

 

"It's OK." 



 

"But my mind may not be able to resist the state of harmony! After all, the power of this mind is only 

one percent of my body. " Ice sword immortal Zun said. 

 

"Excuse me, sir. Are there many people trapped in that place?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes scan the rest of the more than 80 tombstones. Some of them should be people from the 

Lingwu world, but I don't know if they are the same time as the ice sword immortal. 

 

"It's a lot of sleepy people, but I don't know the exact number. There are about a dozen of them!" he 

recalled 

 

"The weak are in the Hunyuan realm, and the strong are even in the Xingqiao realm!" 

 

More than a dozen? 

 

It's just twenty people. 

 

In this way, there are at least 50 tombstones from other places. 

 

Who are these people trapped again? 

 

Blood spirit clan? 

 

Or other forces? 

 

Ye Chen didn't think about it carefully, so he clasped his fist and said: "tomorrow, I will control the array 

against the Blood Sword sect of the blood spirit clan. I will gather the strength of all the people on me. If 

I am defeated, I will ask the three masters to fight with the elder!" 

 



After that, ye Chen left the samsara cemetery. 

 

He came to the flat ground and watched the heaven and Earth Sky Dragon array brought back by Han 

Yun and others. All of them were made of ancient blue blood stone. It looked like a stone dragon, a 

stone dragon with wings on its back and limbs on its back. It was huge. It was strange. 

 

"Up 

 

"Scatter!" 

 

Ye Chen moves the Heaven Earth Dragon array with the power of Qi and blood. 

 

The stone dragon was suspended in mid air, and its body cracked through the cracks of the road and 

road, and then quickly turned into eight pieces, with four limbs, one head, two wings and one body. 

According to the eight trigrams, the stone dragon fell on the eight sides of the thousand Jue city.Bang 

bang bang!! 

 

Bang bang!! 

 

The eight bodies fell down and quickly sank into the ground, but it overflowed the luster upward. 

 

Soon, the eight sacred pillars rose to the sky, showing a set of heaven and earth eight trigrams in the 

sky. After that, the divine pillars linked the surrounding mountains and rivers. With the power of the 

earth veins, they merged into the eight trigrams. Their breath became more powerful, and they could 

burn the sky and lock the earth. 

 

Ye Chen leaps out and falls on the ground below the eight trigrams array. His arms shake. He feels the 

aura from all around the array. Even if he is not in a state of mind, the array can absorb spiritual power 

from all around to bless the leader of the array. 

 

"Just an empty array!" 

 



"It can increase my strength by 50 percent." 

 

"If 90 people are in the state of God and all of them are in the array, I can increase my combat power by 

several times or even ten times!" 

 

Ye Chen murmured, "all of you are in the state of mind. There are twenty-four in the middle and nine in 

each other. Speed up!" 

 

"Yes, Lord!" 

 

"Yes, Lord!" 

 

"No problem, master Ye!" 

 

"I'll be here soon!" 

 

The spiritual state of the hall of light and the eight forces are coming one after another! 

 

In total, there are 90 strong people in the mental state. Among them, 24 are in the center of the array 

and 9 are in the surrounding eight places. 

 

"Preliminary test array!" 

 

"Eight trigrams, Qian, Kan, gen, Zhen, Xun, Li, Kun, dui!" 

 

"Eight directions, nine people in each direction!" 

 

"Now test the array." Ye Chen had a deep vision and ordered: "heaven and earth shake the three sides 

to enter the divine realm, absorb the power of heaven and earth, and merge into the array eye." 

 



"Yes 

 

The Qian array is led by Han Yun, and the eight behind are in a state of mind. They all join hands to 

absorb the aura and the power of the earth! 

 

The nine are absorbed by the nine at the same time, and then the strongest Han Yun blows a palm into 

the array. The palm print gathers the continuous power of Qi and blood and the power of soul. The two 

forces that have been transformed by the nine of them are converging towards the center! 

 

Hoo Hoo Hoo!! 

 

Whoosh! 

 

At the same time, the world has changed greatly, the wind and thunder have been greatly made, and 

the mountains and forests are swaying. 

 

The whole world seems to be covered with dark clouds! 

 


